Abstract-Paper describes the design of extended model for tracking and locating object in multi-cameras environment with controlling the streams from multiple angles in real time. Proposed and experimentally implemented solution is attempting to deliver via streaming technology of the only specific shot from scene that has the best view on tracked object in real time. Measurement of the best shot for the tracking object is based on proposed evaluation metric, consisting of dimensional, locational and reliability parameters gathered from object tracking methods. For latency optimization and accuracy of evaluation the prediction of evaluation metric was outlined. Solution is experimentally tested in standard and mobile environment as well. Approach described in this paper is innovative regarding the content related video stream delivery.
I. INTRODUCTION
In present the demand for using technologies with computer vision has increasing trends. Object detection, tracking, recognition are long known parts of intelligent systems not only in surveillance but also in shopping, education or entertainment. Using the computer vision technologies with mobile devices is more and more widespread because of computational capacity of mobile devices and also the quality of integrated capturing camera devices. With the increasing use of cloud computing and streaming services it is interesting to bring solutions which interconnect the computer vision techniques with streaming technologies and multimedia delivery issues.
The goal of our work is to outline the multi-cameras solution which is able to receive video in real time from various devices to find the chosen object in video using tracking methods and to bring only one video with the best shot on object in real time to the output for recipients. For successful implementation of this solution it is necessary to analyze mobile computer vision abilities, streaming platforms and also design own metric for evaluating each node of proposed system. Prediction of this metric is essential for achievement of the best results.
II. OBJECT TRACKING IN REAL TIME VIDEO
Object tracking can be simply defined as the problem of estimating the trajectory of an object in the image as it moves around a scene [1] . The tracker is trying to assigns consistent labels to the tracked objects in different frames of a video. Depending on the tracking domain, the tracker can also provide locational or dimensional object information, such as coordinates, orientation, area, or shape. Primary goal of tracking methods is to build a model of what we want to track however we require the information about the object"s position in the previous frames to achieve predictions about the current frame and restrict the search [1] .
A. Object Tracking Algorithms
Nowadays there are various real-time tracking algorithms. Based on Wang's tracking algorithms comparisons [2] , the Tracking-Learning-Detection algorithm (TLD) is currently considered to be the most effective and accurate in various types of videos. TLD simultaneously tracks the object, learns its properties in the following frames and detects and verifies the occurrence of the object in the image. The result is tracking of object in real time, where the accuracy and reliability of the tracking is improving related by time due to learning the new features of the observed object, e.g. changing the position, size, rotation or brightness. Tracking algorithm of TLD is based on the steps of monitoring recursive tracking in forward and backward direction, which is performed by Lucas-Canade algorithm in both directions by calculating of median at the end. Detection of the TLD uses dispersion filter, file classifier and nearest neighbor classifiers [3] . Learning in TLD is realized by PN learning, where the data can be classified with yielding the structure in the form of path of object and application of the positive (P) limitations and then the negative (N) limitation [4] . There are various open implementations of TLD algorithm, which were tested for proposed solution. OpenTLD C++ application was deployed for tracking on desktop platform with camera ( Fig. 1) . Couples of implementation were carried out on mobile platform while using different computer vision libraries: TLD based on OpenCV, TLD based on Fast CV, TLD based on BoofCV.
B. Object Tracking on Mobile Platforms and CV Libraries
The most popular computer vision libraries with object tracking ability on mobile platforms are OpenCV, FastCV and BoofCV.
FastCV originally developed by Qualcomm supports Android and Windows mobile platform and provides a clean processor-agnostic hardware acceleration API under which chipset vendors can hardware accelerate FastCV functions on their hardware [5] . BoofCV is Java based open source library for real time computer vision and robotics applications. Easily usable and with high performance, it often outperforms even native libraries with specific situations [6] . OpenCV is the most widespread computer vision library with huge support of the user community. Yet it embodies C, C++, Python and Java interfaces and supports Windows, Linux, Mac OS and mobile platform iOS and Android. OpenCV was designed for computational efficiency with a strong focus on real-time applications. The library is written in optimized C/C++, and also takes advantage of multi-core processing [7] . Tracking efficiency was tested and deployed using different computer vision library as experimental applications on Android mobile device (Fig. 2) . Android application based on BoofCV offers object tracking based on Circulant, MeanShift, Sparse Flow or TLD method. Based on experiments, the TLD method based on BoofCV was the most accurate and stable; nonetheless it causes high CPU load and the dropping of FPS. Another implementation of TLD using FastCV library had the same results in accuracy and stability of tracking but the efficiency of using system resources was more efficient, but in specific cases the FastCV library register a compatibility problem with new version of Android 4.4 with quad-core CPUs.
III. LIVE STREAMING AND CONTENT DELIVERY
Previously discussed tracking method and computers vision application shows resulting image on local devices, where also the actual coordinates of object are evaluated. However for the purposes of our concept we need to deliver image in real time to another recipients without layer of tracking lines or squares. This is to contain the information about position of tracked object in background.
A. Streaming Servers and Protocols
In this solution we need to consider utilization of suitable streaming protocol to deliver real time video from system nodes without undesirable latency or high load. Streaming protocols for transmitting multimedia contents can vary in implementation details that divide them into two categories: PUSH protocols -establish a connection between the server and the client, connection is maintained and packets are send to the client until the connection is interrupted until the expiration of limit or disruption on side of client, PULL protocols -make the client to be an active element that establishes a connection in the form of requests for streaming media content from a server [8] . Based on approach from [9] were identified differences between RTMP (PUSH type) and HTTP (PULL type), these differences were mainly in duration of request time on server. In this case the efficiency of RTMP protocol is several times higher than HTTP (Fig. 3) although the results may vary depending on the type of application. 
B. Streaming Source Control
Another need is to redistribute, clone and switch video stream sources to resulting streaming output. It is crucial to select one stream from many streams incoming from devices -these devices are simultaneously tracking the object to one resulting output stream in real time with the best shot focused on tracked object. To achieve this we used the vMix API of software video mixing solution. The vMix API provides access to common functions such as switching output based on parameters through the HTTP protocol. The parameter related to input source is in our solution chosen by the results of evaluation metric on each tracking device.
IV. DESIGN OF EXTENDED MODEL
Overall proposed extended model deals with object tracking process, evaluation metric, stream switching process, prediction of metric, redistribution of object tracking pattern etc. Focal point of paper is primarily to introduce outlined predictive evaluation metric.
A. Evaluation Metric
Evaluation metric (1) of streaming source n at time t consists of the components:
(positional component of metric), (dimensional component), (detection reliability component). It can be expressed in the form as:
Individual components of proposed metric are evaluated from information gathered from TLD tracking algorithm where one line contains coordinates, dimensions and reliability for each frame in video (Table I) . The positional component of proposed metric is based on zonal division of image based on ideal composition. The image captured by each node in system is divided to 5 zones with values from 0 to 4. The division is made by golden cut ideal composition rule based of Fibonacci spiral (Fig. 4) .The object gets the value of the zone in which its current coordinates of the middle of object belong. If the object is outside of the screen, object gets zero value in positional component of evaluation metrics. 
B. Global Prediction of Evaluation Metric
Very appropriate is to predict evaluation metric which is important to achieve optimal latency between discovery of the source with the highest rating and the final appearance of the output video source. Such prediction could initialize switching of video source at time t to source which should have the highest ratings of metric at time t+1.Under ideal conditions, this approach should provide a video source switching before or in the right moment, i.e. when the tracked object is arriving to the capturing scene.
Prediction mechanisms to estimate of the subsequent evaluation of streaming sources can be integrated to the overall design on global level or on local level. First option considers the global prediction mechanism located between the mechanisms for calculation the evaluation metrics and streaming control mechanism (Fig. 5) . In this case the prediction mechanism uses matrix (2) Based on the matrix the global prediction mechanism creates a new predicted evaluated vector (3) containing metric"s values for n sources in t+1 time:
After calculating the maximum 0< ≤ from n nodes at time t will be obtained the index of source with best evaluation metric in actual time. This index determines which video source should be broadcasted in specific time (Fig. 6 ). Prediction mechanism on global level could be based on utilization of Active Lezi algorithm which has the advantage of preserving a variable length window. After assembling the tree using Active LeZi it is possible to predict the next evaluation metric. This calculation should also utilize PPM (Prediction by Partial Match) algorithm, yet in our solution is considered to use simplified customized version of PPM algorithm.
C. Local Prediction of Evaluation Metric
Another outlined approach of prediction is to integrate local mechanisms for prediction between the detection mechanism and the mechanism for calculating an evaluation metric (Fig. 7) . In this method, each local prediction mechanism uses the matrix (4) containing the vectors of k previous properties of tracked object (coordinates x and y, dimensions w and h and credibility d): Fig. 7 . Design of integration of the local prediction mechanisms.
Based on is locally created the new vector (5) containing predicted object properties (coordinates, dimensions, credibility) for each n source in time t+1: Prediction mechanisms at the local level could be based also upon the methods of predicting of trajectory of movement based on previous coordinates such are Kalman filter or extended Kalman filter (Fig. 8) . Kalman filter (KF) is used for prediction of the next position based on the movement description of the previous motion section. Model Kalman filter requires learning the representation of the tracked object in the status perception [10] . An alternative approach to increase the accuracy of prediction is to use the extended Kalman filter (EKF). Here the status function may take also in non-linear form. The accuracy of the EKF is particularly useful in difficult movements with sudden change of direction.
D. Implementation of Solution
Currently the proposed system is in experimental operation, ready to implement and test changes in metrics definitions and use the prediction methods. Solution itself consists of interconnection between software video mixing program created with the API, which provides switching of streaming sources that is depended on the information as delivered by the mechanism for calculating evaluation metric that are gathered from the local instances of openTLD applications (Fig. 9) . The experimental set-up allows us to integrate various kind of capture input into the multi-cameras system. Support of direct connection with standard cameras with low-latency, HTTP and RTP stream from IP cameras and also mobile streaming applications is as well enabled. Utilization of hardware HDMI input cards with the standard cameras allows handling very low latency between appearing the object on screen and reality. Streaming server based on WSE modified modules was also deployed all this in cooperation with media encoder application. WSE server is handling the delivery of resulting stream with best shot on tracked object to the web interface with video player. Detailed process of TLD object tracking for one specific capturing device with ranking in evaluation process is depicted in Fig. 10 .
Issue of sharing pattern for object tracking is in our experimental implementation solved by providing the access to one object tracking pattern for all devices during capturing of event. Initial object tracking pattern could be defined by primary device in system by cropping from specific video frame or could be imported from external file. Other devices are using this defined pattern and extend it with additional information about object"s appearance, such as brightness changes, rotation or different angles view. Extended patterns for object detection and tracking from all nodes of system could be exported for next usage.
Overall solution could be also utilized in the real environment as system which enables sharing of live events based on location -by streaming from mobiles, smart glasses and cameras to the web. This system is to choose the best shot from the streams at the same location in real time automatically (Fig. 11) . In this way a new experience of consuming live video for distant audience is provided.
V. CONCLUSION
The goal of this paper was to introduce system with extended model for object tracking in multiple-angled streams based on evaluation metric. The overall solution enables capturing the image from the set of cameras or the set of mobile devices in real time -further capabilities enable tracking of selected object for each source, calculate the proposed evaluation metric and switch the source with best shot to final streaming output. We have experimentally created prototypes for conditional switching of resulted live streams, streaming from mobile phones, object tracking via mobile phones and optimization of streaming server for live streaming delivery in form of experimental system for evaluation the best shot from multiple streams in real time.
The next step is definition and methods optimization of evaluation metric prediction for individual sources. This is to include the definition of the recursive neural networks, implementing Bayes classifier and finally comparison of the prediction reliability in compiled solutions, respectively. The future work could be also focused on extending the solution with techniques of augmented reality and utilization of wearable smart devices with cameras connected to network.
